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How Do Individuals Cope During Post-Conflict Recovery? Evidence from Post-War Northern Uganda

Despite the widespread prevalence of violent conflict in most destitute regions of the world, little is known about the realities of individuals affected and the difficult decisions they have to take. In this report we address this issue by providing an insight into how individuals cope during post-conflict recovery in Northern Uganda. We particularly compare individuals who still reside in displacement camps with those that have already re-integrated into their original communities. Our focus is on opportunities and constraints they encounter during recovery with regard to employment choices. Individuals who reside in camps may be more inclined to engage in certain welfare-enhancing activities than their counterparts who chose to re-integrate. Results highlight the possibility of displaced individuals possessing productive skills that may be relevant for recovery.

Violent conflict often results in wide spread internal displacement which is associated with enormous threats to safety, marginalisation and limited capacity for households to adopt potential livelihood options. Households in displaced communities at times give up or reduce participation in certain income or welfare enhancing activities due to fear of insecurity or pessimism about the end of the conflict.

When conflict subsides, recovery is often associated with socio-economic transformation of the affected communities. The resulting security, infrastructure and development assistance lessen barriers to effective participation in various markets. Ideally the period of post-conflict recovery should result in welfare improvement.1

In this report, focusing on civil conflict in Northern Uganda, we provide an insight into how individuals cope during post-conflict recovery. We particularly compare people who continue to reside in displacement camps (camps of Internally Displaced Persons, IDP) with those who already re-integrated into their communities. We focus on opportunities and constraints they encounter during recovery with regard to employment choices (such as work in agriculture, trading activities, handicrafts).

Understanding how communities adjust during recovery and the challenges they encounter can go a long way in aiding policy makers and other stakeholders in

---

designing programmes that specifically target affected communities. It can be generally argued that reconstruction efforts in communities affected by war may warrant specific policy interventions. In other words, the “one size fits all” approach is not advisable and that is why micro-level country studies are essential.

The conclusions about the most viable interventions can certainly be reached with knowledge about how individuals and households cope.

Conflict and displacement in Northern Uganda

Since 1986, conflict raged between the rebel Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and the government of Uganda, causing widespread insecurity and humanitarian crises in Northern Uganda and the neighboring countries of Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and the Central African Republic. The civilian population of Northern Uganda was often the deliberate target of the rebels who forcibly recruited children for use as soldiers and sex slaves, and targeted villages for food and medicine.

The long period of violent civil conflict which ended in 2006 was marked by the displacement of people from their homes. 1996 marked the beginning of widespread and systematic internal displacement following a government strategy to protect the civilians and aid the army’s counter-insurgency campaign against the LRA by forcing communities into IDP camps while the army pursued a “military solution” against the rebels. By 2003 an estimated 90 percent of the population in the Acholi subregion resided in camps (Figure 1).

While living in camps the households were subjected to political marginalization, healthcare crisis and strained social bonds resulting in wide spread poverty. Less than half of the displaced persons could access land that was more than two kilometres outside of their camps, which affected their ability to produce their own food.

By 2007, the security situation had dramatically improved and many of the displaced started returning home, though patterns of return varied between locations that were earlier affected (Acholi subregions) and those affected later (Lango subregion) by conflict (Figure 2). Nonetheless, Northern Uganda still faces several challenges to bring it to the same level of development as the rest of the country.

Employment choices during recovery

When the war ended, there was an increasing need for households to return to normalcy by reintegrating into their original communities. The return process was designed by the government as a voluntary action of households. By 2007, some households had returned and resettled back in the community. We refer to this category as “returnees” while those who chose to remain in the camps are referred to as “stayers”.

Using the Northern Uganda Livelihood Survey-NULS (2007), we investigate how stayers fared compared to returnees (Box 1). This is important for a policy perspective because one or both groups

Notes: The figure represents the estimates of the population in IDP camps in Lango and Acholi sub regions. The estimates were obtained from various agency reports. Information on the number of people displaced in the period preceding the year 2000 may not be reliable to report due to existence of few relief agencies and frequent movement of people between displacement cites and homes in response to intensity of conflict. The figures do not also capture individuals who sought refuge in towns or other districts but only consider those in designated camp locations. Nonetheless, available evidence provides a close picture of internal displacement and return which may coincide with intensity and spread of the conflict. For the geographic location of Lango and Acholi regions, see Figure 2.


The number of individuals living in camps has halved since 2005.


may suffer burdens even after the end of conflict. Studying activity choices (i.e. what households do to earn a living) is one way to see how they can return to a self-sustaining situation. Our hypothesis is that returnees are more likely to engage in income generation activities than stayers since they may face fewer constraints. In our analysis we consider three key variables representing activity choices. A variable scores 1 if an individual is reported to be currently participating in a given activity and 0, otherwise. The choice of these activities is justified by the proportion of the sample engaged in them. The questionnaire provided for a wide range of activities but very few were chosen by a sizeable group of individuals. We therefore selected activities with 10 or more percentage points of the sample participating. In this regard, our analysis focuses on cultivation, handicrafts, and petty trade. Another variable “any activity” was constructed to cater for the possibility of engaging any activity including those where few individuals were involved.

Because “returnees” and “stayers” may be different, a simple comparison of activity profiles may not be useful, because individuals may not be comparable. Therefore we perform a recursive bivariate probit procedure to account for this comparability issue (Box 2).

They may differ in observable such as age and gender as well as unobservable characteristics for instance skills and risk taking behavior.
Northeastern Uganda was highly pronounced among internally displaced communities in spite of challenges of access to land around camps. The second possibility is the likely adjustment costs associated with return and the initial period of recovery. Households in return communities may require longer time to resettle to farming. This period may involve land preparation, identification of potential markets, and settlement of land wrangles. This partly explains why continued relief effort may be required during early periods of recovery to facilitate household adjustment. Due to absence of longitudinal data, this argument can only be speculative.

Our analysis also reveals that that individuals living in IDP camps are more likely than returnees to engage in small-scale trading activities. In the short term a potential challenge to recovery might be the deterioration of the local economy that results from the long period of conflict. Our study suggests that trade may be more active in camps due to a “concentration” effect. Markets in return communities are basically non-existent and the population is sparse given that less than 40 percent of the population had returned. Infrastructure especially in return communities is often poor to facilitate a conducive environment for income generation. For communities still in displacement camps, a large population may provide a market for products however meager proceeds might be. Evidence of economic opportunities related to petty trading in IDP camps has been cited as one of the major hindrances to return. Thus, in the process of resettlement, it is important to foster infrastructure and to stimulate local demand that allows returnees to self-sustain after the war.

Conclusive remarks

The end of a violent conflict often leads to households leaving camps or displacement areas and re-integrating into their original community. But it may not be certain that recovery will set in for all returnees in the immediate term. One possibility is that households may have to cope with initial adjustment costs of return. The challenges associated with resettlement may slow down recovery efforts. There is evidence of households in Northern Uganda opting to stay in camps where they can continue receiving services such as health care and schooling as well as participate in better functioning product markets than in return sites where infrastructure is almost non-existent and the population is sparse.

Results of the procedure illustrated in Figure 3 indicate how much the probability of engaging in a certain activity is affected by being a camp resident. Findings for some activity options do not conform to what we hypothesized. Results show that returnees may not necessarily be better off than stayers with regard to adoption of productive activities during the initial period of recovery.

In particular we find that although return may be associated with participation in making handicrafts and the probability of engaging in any activity, returnees are less likely to engage in cultivation, which is traditionally the mainstay of communities in the region.

A number of factors might be at play. First, individuals living in displacement camps may have limited livelihood options available and therefore opt to cultivate. In the absence of active labour markets farming may be the most obvious fallback position to keep individuals active. Farming activity in

Northern Uganda was highly pronounced among internally displaced communities in spite of challenges of access to land around camps. The second possibility is the likely adjustment costs associated with return and the initial period of recovery. Households in return communities may require longer time to resettle to farming. This period may involve land preparation, identification of potential markets, and settlement of land wrangles. This partly explains why continued relief effort may be required during early periods of recovery to facilitate household adjustment. Due to absence of longitudinal data, this argument can only be speculative.

Our analysis also reveals that that individuals living in IDP camps are more likely than returnees to engage in small-scale trading activities. In the short term a potential challenge to recovery might be the deterioration of the local economy that results from the long period of conflict. Our study suggests that trade may be more active in camps due to a “concentration” effect. Markets in return communities are basically non-existent and the population is sparse given that less than 40 percent of the population had returned. Infrastructure especially in return communities is often poor to facilitate a conducive environment for income generation. For communities still in displacement camps, a large population may provide a market for products however meager proceeds might be. Evidence of economic opportunities related to petty trading in IDP camps has been cited as one of the major hindrances to return. Thus, in the process of resettlement, it is important to foster infrastructure and to stimulate local demand that allows returnees to self-sustain after the war.
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The end of a violent conflict often leads to households leaving camps or displacement areas and re-integrating into their original community. But it may not be certain that recovery will set in for all returnees in the immediate term. One possibility is that households may have to cope with initial adjustment costs of return. The challenges associated with resettlement may slow down recovery efforts. There is evidence of households in Northern Uganda opting to stay in camps where they can continue receiving services such as health care and schooling as well as participate in better functioning product markets than in return sites where infrastructure is almost non-existent and the population is sparse.

Northern Uganda was highly pronounced among internally displaced communities in spite of challenges of access to land around camps. The second possibility is the likely adjustment costs associated with return and the initial period of recovery. Households in return communities may require longer time to resettle to farming. This period may involve land preparation, identification of potential markets, and settlement of land wrangles. This partly explains why continued relief effort may be required during early periods of recovery to facilitate household adjustment. Due to absence of longitudinal data, this argument can only be speculative.
non-existent. This calls for a pragmatic recovery approach to ensure a conducive environment for return to enhance household capabilities. We also find evidence of individuals being economically active during the immediate aftermath of conflict. Individuals in displacement camps are able to carry out a number of livelihood enhancing activities. This is an opportunity that recovery interventions may have to tap to improve on household welfare of the poor in post-conflict countries.

(First published as “Wiederaufbau in Nord-Uganda: Wie kommen die Menschen nach dem Bürgerkrieg zurecht?”, in: Wochenbericht des DIW Berlin Nr. 16/2011.)